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By the builder specs, its a 38” x 80” banner. 

We want this thing to be eye-catching, foremost. It should
serve to draw passerbys to the more detailed information
on your handouts and ushered from your mouths.

Our goals were to present a professional mood, something
stimulating and trustworthy—something of  sound confidence.

Specs
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Our choice of  the two house fonts was the Bell MT font we
implemented at length on the Document Template. 

The other option was some variant of  Gotham, and,
given the space of  the banner, the Bell felt more settled in
itself, given there was a fairly lengthy quote to implement.

Font
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Kelle and her team have a deep understanding of  
community needs and how to bring private and public 
partnerships to fruition for greater community good.

Bell MT Italic
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As decided, we went ahead with one of  our provided images
of  the Loma Prieta earthquake and then sought to implement
some of  the volunteer photography that you presented.

Keep it local, I believe, was the want there. 

We agree wholeheartedly—using first-hand documents are 
always better than stock. 

Photo
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The disadvantage is, the Loma Prieta photo was a professional
photo capturing a massive, significant event.

The volunteer ones didn’t carry quite the same weight, right?

So we needed to find a way to equalize the photos so 
they were balanced.

Two ways to do that. 

One: match the Loma Prieta coloring and pull your photos
out of  their filters.

Two: re-filter both, match to a new paint.

Photo
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Though it had the that thumb top-left, this photograph
felt like it had the most substance to it. The photographer,
the disernible action going on in the background with
the woman holding up the volunteer vest, and the various
faces abounding, all these made it our choice of  those you
sent.

Photo
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We cropped the photo and adjusted the white balance (the latter is not shown) 
to try to tone down the blue filter.
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Because the Loma Prieta photo has the aged, definitive look of  film, 
texture / exposure matching was easier in black and white.

The photographer was still too much our main character though, and we wanted the volunteers
to shine more, especially the central woman and that exchange. 
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We added a light filter to bring in sunlight warmth, as well as to draw the photo
towards the new color schema’s orange for future use. We darkened some zones

so that the faces of  vaolunteers were more obvious rather than clumpy.
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Then we did the same to the Loma Photo.
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Layout mainly focused on using big spaces. 

Initially the photos felt good on both ends of  the piece, 
like a stick of  dynamite with its caps. 

But text, when you put it next to each other, with the same
font style, tends to ... want to join up, sort-of, and we
don’t want that. We wanted sections. 

Layout

Initial Layout
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Between screen and print, there is a significant canyon. 

CMYK vs RGB.

Screens use Red Green Blue colors, which shine out from the
screen and hit your eyes.

Printed items use Cyan Magenta Yellow blacK as tiny dots
on paper or vinyl or whatnot. 

There’s no direct direct correlation between colors, so 
designers have to approximate, using the big name in 
print colors, Pantone

Color
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For use in the future, these are the nearest approximates to
the color palette we’ve built out.

Pantone 2727 C

Pantone 2768 C

Pantone 7549 C

Pantone 387 C

Color
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We wanted to snag people’s attention, so focused really early
on incorporating that orange from the color palette.

But everything we did... it was too much. 

It didn’t have a sense of  foundation, even in big bulky patches.

We settled ourselves on  (and were very satisfied with) the
new blue, and felt the orange came through the photos. 

Color
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The pictures offset nicely once we settled on using the blue.

The isolation of  each block of  text makes them individually
readable, with a nice break between readings for clarity.

The logo spanning each actually creates an interesting layer
effect that is something we found very pleasing to the eye
when looking at the inspiration you provided.

Layout,
again

Final Layout
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Fostering community resilience 
through innovative emergency 

planning services.

Kelle and her team have a deep understanding of  
community needs and how to bring private and public 
partnerships to fruition for greater community good.

Kelle  Kroll
Group

MARY ELLEN LOIJENS
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As always, a blend of  fun and challenge. 

Hope this one works for you alright. 

Do note: make sure you chat with the printer about
the images. 

We played with the resolution to make them bigger, 
but if  they’re going to show up pixelated, lets adjust
rather than print out a big banner that looks bad.

Gracias,
Æ 

Thanks


